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Abstract
In many business transactions, in labor-management relations, in international conflicts, and welfare state reforms bargainers seem to hold strong entitlements that
shape negotiations. Despite their importance, the role of entitlements in negotiations has not received much attention. We fill the gap by designing an experiment
that allows us to measure the entitlements and to track them through the whole
negotiation process. We find strong entitlement effects that shape opening offers,
bargaining duration, concessions and reached (dis-)agreements. We argue that entitlements constitute a “moral property right” that is influential independent of
negotiators’ legal property rights.
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I . Introduction
In many negotiations bargainers seem to bring strong entitlements to the bargaining table. By drawing on many examples both from the laboratory and the policy
arena, Zajac [1995, p. 121] argues that the “sense of ownership in the status quo
is a commonplace phenomenon. Feelings about the justness of such ownership rights
may swamp feelings that equality should prevail.” The long-lasting Israeli-Palestinian
conflict also illustrates the importance of entitlements - in this case on pieces of land
[Feith, 1993]. Entitlements are also important in ordinary business relations. In their
seminal paper, Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler [1986, p. 729] provide survey evidence
that many business transactions are characterized by a “principle of dual entitlement,
which governs community standards of fairness: Transactors have an entitlement to
the terms of the reference transaction, and firms are entitled to their reference profit”
(italics in original). Bazerman’s [1985] study on wage arbitration illustrates the power
of this argument. Likewise, Hicks [1974, p. 63] has argued “that the system of wages
should be well established, so that it has the sanction of custom. It then becomes what
is expected; and (...) what is expected is fair” (emphasis added). As a last example,
consider the entitlements generated by the welfare state and how they shape attitudes
on necessary reforms (e.g., Lindbeck [1995]; Romer [1996]; Boeri, Börsch-Supan, and
Tabellini [2001]).
The common thread in all these examples is that entitlements seem to strongly
shape negotiations. These entitlements may sometimes even spark off conflicts. Despite
the importance and prevalence of casual observations that entitlements are crucial in
bargaining, there is not much systematic evidence available. The main goal of this
paper is to fill this gap by providing empirical insights from controlled experiments
into how entitlements shape negotiations. For the purposes of our paper Schlicht [1998,
p. 24] provides a very succinct definition of an entitlement, and its counterpart, an
obligation:
“Entitlements are rights, as perceived by the individual. They are not,
however, abstract legal rights. Rather they denote the subjectively perceived
rights that go along with a motivational disposition to defend them. Obligations are the counterparts of entitlements. They refer to claims of others
that are subjectively accepted, and go along with a motivational disposition
to respect these claims ” (italics added).
To study the role of entitlements in negotiations we introduce as our workhorse an
experimental two-person “bargaining with claims” environment. A bargaining problem
with claims is a standard bargaining problem [Nash, 1950] enriched with a ‘claims
point’, i.e., a claim on a certain share of the pie that lies outside the feasible set.1
In our experiment subjects first acquire claims in a competitive task. With a certain
probability these claims are actually paid out to the subjects. With the remaining
1

See O’Neill [1982]. Chun and Thomson [1992, p. 20] illustrate their meaning of claims by an
example of a labor-management negotiation: “(...) labor and management come to the negotiation
table with certain expectations, or with certain claims. These expectations may have been formed by
observing the resolution of similar conflicts in related industries but may not be mutually compatible in
the actual situation; the claims may represent commitments made to the agents in earlier negotiations
which, because of changes in the industry that may have adversely affected the feasible set of the firm,
cannot all be honored any more”.
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probability subjects are told that the claims are sunk and that they have to negotiate
an agreement in a completely symmetric free-form bargaining over a computer net. In
case they fail to reach an agreement, they earn nothing. Our bargaining with claims
environment is thus a stylized representation of the above examples. To learn about
the entitlement bargainers derive from the sunk claims, negotiators, before they start
to bargain, are asked in private what they think a fair settlement from the vantage
point of a neutral arbitrator is.
Our research design allows us to study several important issues. First, we can
investigate which entitlements bargainers actually derive from the sunk claims. Second,
since entitlements are subjectively held fairness judgments, it is likely that they are not
consistent in the sense that all entitlements can be satisfied without some curtailment
by at least one bargaining party. This poses the question how possibly inconsistent
entitlements influence the negotiations. Our experimental design allows us to track the
impact of entitlements through all phases of a negotiation – from the opening offers,
the concessions and bargaining duration, to the reached agreements and disagreements.
Our paper makes three contributions that go considerably beyond the existing literature. First, we study sunk claims and the entitlements they create. Consistent
with the introductory examples we find that the sunk claims strongly shape the entitlements people derive from them. Second, previous research on entitlements has
concentrated on strategically asymmetric one-shot games like ultimatum and dictator
games, where entitlement effects may also be confounded with strategic effects. By
contrast, we study entitlements in a symmetric and also more realistic full-fledged bargaining problem. Third, we link elicited entitlements to all phases of a negotiation.
The strategic symmetry of our bargaining problem and the free-form bargaining load
the dice against finding entitlement effects in bargaining behavior. Despite this, we
observe that entitlements strongly influence negotiations, which sheds new light on old
bargaining phenomena: (i) We find that opening offers are not only determined by
strategic considerations but reflect as well the entitlements. (ii) Tensions in entitlements held by the negotiators prolong negotiations and are a significant reason for the
often-observed “deadline effect” of last-minute agreements. (iii) We also find that the
perceived entitlements shape the concessions that are necessary to strike an agreement.
(iv) Reached agreements strongly reflect the perceived entitlements.
Research on the importance of distributional fairness has made great progress in
recent years (see e.g. Hoffman and Spitzer [1985], Konow [1996, 2000, 2001], and Rutström and Williams [2000]; see Camerer [forthcoming] for an overview of bargaining
experiments). However, to the extent that previous research has investigated entitlements (see Section V), it was mainly concerned with how the ‘legal property rights’,
and the way they are acquired, influence the entitlements people derive from them.
Because entitlements complement the legal property rights, it is useful to term them
a ‘moral property right’. Yet, a legal property right is often asymmetric in that one
person holds it and another does not. Thus, the moral property right that comes with
a legal property right is confounded with the strategic aspects of the latter. The advantage of our setup is that it highlights a situation where the legal property rights
are completely symmetric, once negotiations have to take place. Hence, in our experiment, any entitlement people derive from the sunk claims cannot be confounded with
the strategic aspects of the legal property right. Our findings suggest, therefore, that
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entitlements constitute a moral property right that exists independently of the legal
property rights.

II . Experimental Setup
The main purpose of our study is to investigate how entitlements derived from sunk
claims shape negotiations. Therefore, our experimental design consists of three ingredients: (i) negotiations in a ‘bargaining with claims’ experiment, (ii) the implementation
of claims, and (iii) the measurement of entitlements. A sample copy of the instructions
is available at http://www.fee.uva.nl/creed/pdffiles/InstrToMPR.pdf.

A. Features of the Experimental Design
The ‘bargaining with claims’ environment. At the beginning of the experiment
subjects were randomly and anonymously paired and introduced to the bargaining
problem. To make the experimental task cognitively easy and to enhance the perceived
symmetry of bargaining roles, we cast the bargaining as one between two ‘heads of
departments’ in a hypothetical firm that consists of two departments.2 Subjects were
told that in this firm the total budget available for both salaries is 2490 ‘points’. (In the
experiments 1 point was worth 0.1 Austrian Schillings (ATS). Hence, the salary budget
was worth 249 ATS (≈ $ 21).) The instructions said that the firm’s previous policy
always has been to grant the better-performing head of department a higher share of the
total salary budget (1660 points) than the lower-performing head of department (830
points). However, there is now the possibility that – due to exogenous factors beyond
the control of the firm – economic conditions for the firm become worse and the salary
budget will have to be cut to 2050 points. The firm states that, should this case
materialize, it will not impose any sharing of the new salary budget onto the managers.
Instead the firm asks the heads of departments to bargain among themselves to reach
an agreement of how to split the new salary budget. If they reach an agreement it is
implemented and each head of department will receive the agreed share. The subjects
were also told that they are ‘fired’, i.e., will not earn any money in the experiment
except the promised show-up fee should they fail to reach an agreement.
In case the salary budget does not shrink, the bargaining partners are paid according
to the previous wage policy: the manager with the better performance will receive a
salary of 1660 points, whereas the manager with the inferior performance will receive
a salary of 830 points. Whether the salary budget is 2490 or 2050 is determined by
chance.
Notice that this story — in the case where the salary budget shrinks — depicts a
bargaining with claims problem. In the case where the lower salary budget becomes
2

Pilot experiments with a completely context-free framing revealed that many subjects found the
experiment too artificial. For example, one participant said that he had problems to seriously think
about and engage in the bargaining because of the artificiality of the whole setup. Such a reaction is
completely in line with findings in cognitive psychology that highlight that reasoning without context
is very hard, if not impossible (see, e.g., Ortmann and Gigerenzer [1997]). Another advantage of the
explicit framing is that it increases control over the context. If the experiment is context free, subjects
may try to find similarities to their experiences outside the lab, which are beyond the control of the
experimenter. For these reasons we decided to put the experiment into the context of a mildly framed
hypothetical firm bargaining problem.
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relevant, the sum of both ‘claims’ (read ‘historically implemented sharing of the salary
budget’) lies outside the bargaining set. The conflict payoff of the bargaining problem,
is (0, 0).
The implementation of claims. In the experiments we explained the ‘performance
measurement’ as follows:
“In this experiment performance will be measured with a general knowledge quiz. The department head who gives correct answers to a greater
number of questions than the other department head has shown the better
performance, and has therefore, given the firm’s previous policy, earned a
salary claim of 1660 points. The department head with the lower performance previously received a salary of 830 points.”
The “general knowledge quiz” consisted of sixteen questions from a variety of fields,
including astronomy, history, sports, music, politics, etc. We were very careful to
select questions that students with a high school degree should in principle be able
to answer, and that subjects would recognize as testing their high school knowledge.
The knowledge quiz was a multiple choice test with five possible choices and only one
correct answer. All subjects had to answer the same questions. They had eight minutes
to answer the questions. Unanswered questions were counted as wrong answers.3
After the quiz we told the subjects which of the two bargaining partners did better
in the knowledge quiz. We only informed them about the rank of their performance
and not about the actual number of correct answers. Apart from simplicity reasons,
we wanted to hold the claims constant across subjects and between bargaining pairs.
Recall from the description of our bargaining problem that a chance move determines whether the salary budget shrinks to 2050 points or stays at 2490 points, where
the latter outcome implies that the claims according to the knowledge quiz are actually paid out. In the experiment the chance move was implemented as follows. After
subjects were informed about the rank of their performance, each bargaining partner
in a dyad had to roll a six-sided die. It was explained that the claims would be actually
paid out if the sum of the numbers of both dice was greater or equal to eleven. If the
sum of the dice numbers was smaller than 11, the bargaining partners had to bargain
over how to split the new salary budget of 2050 points.
There are two reasons why we implemented this chance procedure. First, by making
the claims a potential payment in the experiment, we gave the subjects an incentive
to see the knowledge quiz as an important part of the experiment. Second, our main
research interest is to investigate the impact of perceived entitlements on bargaining
outcomes. We therefore set the probability that bargaining actually had to take place
to 11/12.
In this context it is important to notice that in the bargaining over the reduced
salary budget any entitlement effect can only be of a psychological nature. Moreover,
differences in the perceived entitlement cannot be due to any self-serving assessment
3
Previous research suggests that a knowledge quiz is indeed viewed as representative of true desert
(see e.g., Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat and Smith [1994]; Clark [1998]; Ball and Eckel [1998]; Ball, Eckel,
Grossman and Zame [2001]).
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of roles, since bargaining roles are completely symmetric. Our framing of the experimental task as a negotiation of two department heads was chosen to maximize the
likelihood that subjects perceive their roles as being completely symmetric, apart from
the difference in performance in the knowledge quiz.
Measurement of entitlements. All subjects in the experiment had to answer the following question (adapted from Babcock, Loewenstein, Issacharoff and Camerer [1995]):
“According to your opinion, what would — in case of the bad economic condition for the firm — be a ‘fair’ distribution of the salaries from the vantage
point of a non-involved neutral arbitrator? (Please use exact amounts;
no intervals! The amounts have to sum up to 2050 points!)” (emphasis in original.)
In the remainder we will refer to this question as the ‘arbitrator question’. The
fairness judgments we receive as answers to this arbitrator question inform us on the
perceived entitlements and obligations of our subjects. In the main part of the paper,
we will link the fairness judgments to the negotiation behavior.

B. Experimental Procedures
Table 1 summarizes the sequence of events. After subjects arrived at the lab, we
randomly allocated them to computer booths, which were located in two different
rooms. Each subject’s bargaining partner always was in the other room. Subjects first
read the experimental instructions that introduced them to the bargaining problem
and the performance measurement. After subjects had finished reading the instructions
they answered the knowledge quiz and rolled the dice to determine whether the claims
will be paid out or whether they have to bargain over 2050 points. In case the dice
determined that the claims will be paid out, we told the pairs to bargain hypothetically
over the sharing of 2050 points. We ensured the subjects that they will receive their
claims regardless of the outcome in the hypothetical bargaining.4 Right before the
start of the negotiations we announced the arbitrator question. We told the subjects
that no other participant of the experiment will be informed about their answer to this
arbitrator question.
The bargaining was free-form, i.e., there was no fixed bargaining protocol (see,
e.g., Roth and Murnighan [1982]). Bargaining was conducted over the computer net
with the help of the experimental software “Rabbit” developed by Brandel [1998]. The
negotiators were allowed to make any (non-negative) proposal as long as the sum of
shares was smaller or equal to 2050 points. Subjects also had the possibility to send
messages along with a proposal (as long as these messages did not contain threats or
did reveal the identity of the sender, which was checked by an experimenter). Mere
messages without a proposal were not possible. The negotiators had 15 minutes to
reach an agreement. The instructions told the subjects that in case they fail to reach
an agreement or exceed the strict time limit of 15 minutes (900 seconds) they will
4
This procedure ensured that no bargaining pair left earlier than the others, which would have
been technically difficult and disturbed the experiment. Moreover, the comparison of hypothetical and
real bargaining allows us to check the importance of monetary incentives for the bargaining outcome.
However, we actually observed only one pair that had to bargain hypothetically.
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Table 1 — Sequence of Events
1.

Reading of instructions

2.

Quiz determines claims and
subjects are informed about them

3.

!

1660 points for “winner”
830 points for “loser”

"

Nature determines whether
claims are paid out or if
bargaining over
2050 points takes place

4.

Arbitrator question

5.

Free-form bargaining
over 2050 points

6.

Post-experimental questionnaire

7.

A further experiment
(includes steps 2, 3, 5, 6)

(max. 900 sec.)

# of pairs

45

earn nothing from this experiment, except their show-up fee. Hence, the ‘threat point’
in this experiment is (0, 0). Random pairing, anonymity, duration and disagreement
payoffs were common knowledge.
There are two reasons why we chose free-form bargaining instead of a fixed bargaining protocol. First, we wanted to separate possible entitlements effects from strategic
effects in the bargaining. Therefore we made both bargaining partners strategically
equally strong. A symmetric threat point and no obvious ‘first (or last) mover advantage’ through free-form bargaining are helpful in achieving this goal. Second, a strict
bargaining protocol would have rendered the observation of claim-specific behavioral
patterns more difficult.
After the bargaining we administered a questionnaire which asked the subjects a
couple of questions about their socio-economic characteristics, their motives in the
experiment, and their attitudes towards the quiz and the claims.
After subjects had completed the post-experimental questionnaire, we announced a
further bargaining experiment in which we formed new bargaining pairs, conducted a
quiz with sixteen new questions, and then proceeded with points 3 and 5 of Table 1.5
The purpose of this experiment was to test the stability of our findings. We will shortly
discuss the results of this second experiment in Subsection III.C.
We conducted the experiments in the computerized lab of the Institute for Advanced
Studies in Vienna. Ninety subjects participated in eight experimental sessions. Our
subjects were first year undergraduate students of law, business administration and
computer science. Each session lasted approximately two hours. The average earning
(including a show-up fee of ATS 70.-) per subject was approximately ATS 255,- (≈ 21.-).
5

We did not ask the arbitrator question again, because (i) subjects already provided an answer in
the first experiment and (ii) because new answers would not have been independent of the first answer.
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III . Results
We will first set the stage by presenting the results of the fairness judgments according to the arbitrator question. Then we will move on to first explain the bargaining
process (opening offers, bargaining duration, and concessions), and then the agreements
and disagreements as a function of the entitlements.
For convenience, we will in the remainder of the paper refer to the subject with the
claim of 1660 (830) as the ‘winner’ (‘loser’) of the performance quiz. Moreover, we will
adopt the convention to express all allocations in ‘winner shares’, i.e. the share of the
total pie of 2050 that goes to the ‘winner’ of the quiz, regardless whether this proposed
allocation was made by a winner or a loser.

A. The entitlements
“What is fairness? Well, unless you are going to take the position that
everyone should earn the same thing, fairness is going to be arbitrary.”
W. Buckley [Tucson Citizen, 3/17 1992], quoted after Zajac [1995, p. 101].

From an ex ante point of view, there are at least two natural ‘focal points’ in our bargaining with claims experiment once negotiations are necessary. If negotiators perceive
the claims as irrelevant, a likely focal point given the strategic symmetry of bargaining partners is the equal split of the reduced pie. In contrast, if subjects – in light of
Schlicht’s [1998] definition – perceive the sunk claims as having created perfectly legitimate entitlements and obligations on a particular share of the pie, a second focal point
is the proportional split according to the claims. The proportional split would entitle
the winner to a share of 2/3, which the loser would feel obliged to accept. A loser would
then only be entitled to a share of 1/3 of the reduced pie of 2050 points.6 Thus, we take
an observation that fairness assessments are close to the equal split as evidence against
the importance of a claim-related entitlement effect; fairness judgments that give the
winner more than the equal split – and in particular in the vicinity of the proportional
split – would suggest a strong entitlement effect.
However, entitlements may also be role-specific in that winners and losers arrive at
different fairness judgments. For example, it is well known from psychological research
that people tend to attribute their success to their skill but believe that failures are
largely due to bad luck (see Zuckerman [1979]).7 If losers attribute their low claims to
bad luck and winners to their skills they may regard the equal split or the proportional
split, respectively, as the fair outcome.
6

In our bargaining problem the two focal points can also be derived from normative solution concepts of cooperative bargaining games (see Thomson [1995] for a survey). Konow’s [1996, 2000, 2001]
“accountability principle” also predicts the proportional split. In our context the accountability principle demands that the entitlement is proportionate to the performance in the knowledge quiz and that
bargainers are not held responsible for the bad luck of having to negotiate over a reduced pie. See also
the closely related concept of equity theory [Selten, 1978], or Zajac’s [1995, Chap. 10] discussion of
“The Formal Principle of Distributive Justice”.
7
Indeed, we find evidence for such an attitude among our subjects. In our post-experimental questionnaire we asked the subjects to express on a 7-point scale the degree of their agreement with two
statements that tried to capture such biased judgments (1=‘completely true’; 7=‘not at all true’): “In
a knowledge quiz like this it is at random who answers more questions correctly” and “Who has the
better general knowledge will answer more questions correctly”. In question 1 the average answers of
losers and winners, are 4.0 and 4.8 respectively, (p = 0.013, one-sided t-test). In question 2, the average
answers of losers and winners are 2.1 and 2.5, respectively (p = 0.078, one-sided t-test).
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Table 2 —Summary Statistics of Fairness Judgments
Arbitrator question
Definition

Variable
Admissible range

“According to your opinion, what would be
a ‘fair’ distribution of salaries from
the vantage point of a non-involved
neutral arbitrator?”
Expressed in ‘winner share’
0 to 100 percent
N=90
Mean
Winner
Loser
Combined
Difference

Note:

∗

significance at the 10%-level;
parentheses, one-sided test.

64.0
61.6
62.8
2.5∗
(0.059)#
#

Std. dev.
6.21
6.78
6.58

Mann-Whitney test: p-value in

Thus, there are a couple of competing hypotheses about people’s fairness judgments
and perceived entitlements. Our first main result records the evidence.
Result 1. We find a strong entitlement effect in the fairness judgments with the proportional split according to the claims being the empirically predominant focal point.
We also observe that the fairness judgments are role-dependent.
Table 2 and Figure 1 show that the average judgment of the fair settlement is
strongly skewed away from the equal split towards the proportional split. The average
perceived fair share was 62.8 percent.8 As Figure 1 shows, only a few people thought
that the equal split is the fair settlement in the eyes of an arbitrator; almost all people
believed that a fair settlement entitles the winner to more than the equal split. A
relative majority of people believed that the fair sharing is a split of the reduced pie
in proportion to the claims. A test of proportions confirms that the fraction of people
who believed that the proportional split is fair is significantly higher that the share of
people who considered the equal split as being fair (p < 0.001, two-sided). Thus there
can be no doubt that our subjects derived a strong entitlement from the sunk claims.
Figure 1 also shows that fewer losers than winners thought that the proportional
split is the fair settlement. Though the effect is not large, the results suggest that
the fairness judgment is role-dependent (Table 2). On average the winners thought
that the fair share to the winner according to the arbitrator question is 64.0 percent,
whereas the losers thought that on average the fair share is 61.6 percent. The difference
in fairness judgments is weakly significant (p = 0.078, two-sided t-test). This roledependent fairness judgments suggest the presence of a self-serving bias (e.g., Babcock
et al. [1995]). In section IV we will take up the issue of self-servingly biased fairness
judgments and how they might influence negotiations.
8

The fairness judgments do not differ according to gender, age, income, and field of study of the
respondents (all p-values are at least 0.20).
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Figure 1. Distribution of Fairness Judgments

B. The Role of Entitlements in the Bargaining Process
Although it is remarkable that losers thought they are entitled to less than 40 percent,
one may object that such fairness judgments are vacuous statements. Moreover, the
definitions of entitlements and obligations demand that people have a motivational disposition to defend or respect them. Put differently, entitlement effects in bargaining
require that we should find a correlation between the fairness judgments and negotiation
behavior. Yet, for at least two reasons finding such correlations is not straightforward.
First, it must actually be the case that fairness judgments are more than mere words:
finding a correlation requires that negotiators feel committed to their entitlements and
express this in their bargaining behavior. Second, entitlements may be mutually inconsistent because they sum up to more than 100 percent. Indeed, of our 45 bargaining
pairs, 23 pairs expressed mutually inconsistent entitlements. These negotiators have to
compromise on their entitlements if they want to avoid an impasse.
If fairness judgments matter, we expect that they influence the negotiation process
as follows: (i) the opening offers of both winners and losers are positively correlated
with their respective fairness judgments and (ii) the larger the difference in fairness
judgments between losers and winners is, the longer it takes to reach an agreement and
the lower are concessions.
Figure 2 and the statistical analysis reported in Tables 4 - 6 in the Appendix provide
the support for our second result:
Result 2. Fairness judgments are statistically significantly correlated with (i) opening
offers, (ii) bargaining duration, and (iii) concessionary behavior.
We will now discuss the support for results (i) to (iii) in turn.
Opening offers. Figure 2(a) depicts – separately for losers and winners – the opening share to the winner (defined as the very first offer) of a particular subject who
has made an opening offer as a function of this subject’s fairness judgment. As the
9

scatterplot demonstrates and the Spearman rank correlation verifies, there is a highly
significantly positive relation between the fairness judgments of losers and the losers’
opening shares to the winner.9 While losers exhibit a considerable variation in their
fairness judgments and opening offers, the fairness judgments of winners who made an
opening offer cluster around the proportional split. Accordingly, winners also tended
to ask for the proportional split (or more).
Figure 2(a) also shows that the opening offers depended on who was making them
(the difference in opening offers between losers and winners is highly significant (twosided Mann-Whitney test; p < 0.01)). The observation that fairness judgments have
significantly influenced the opening offers allows us to separate the entitlement effect
in the opening offers from a strategic offer effect. On average, winners who made an
opening offer thought that a winner share of 66.7 percent is fair and actually asked for
71.6 percent; losers who made an opening offer judged a share of 61.1 percent as fair
and offered only 52.4 percent. Thus, the strategic offer effect amounts to 4.9 percent
for winners and to 8.8 percent for losers. Both effects are highly significant according
to Wilcoxon signed rank tests that compare opening offers and fairness judgments
(p < 0.01).
Bargaining Duration and Concessionary Behavior. It is natural to look at
bargaining duration as a function of the tension in fairness judgments. Figure 2(b)
plots the bargaining duration against the difference in fairness judgments between a
winner and a loser (i.e., DIFF FAIR = W FAIR − L FAIR).10

The figure nicely shows that there is a significantly positive correlation between the
tension in fairness judgments in a bargaining dyad, and the bargaining duration (in
Figure 2(b) “×” denote disagreements; they are, however, excluded in the calculation
of correlations). We corroborate this observation with several robustness checks in a
Tobit regression analysis, which can be found in the Appendix.
On average it took negotiators 590 seconds to reach an agreement. Bargaining pairs
with a negative tension in their fairness judgments reached an agreement in 435 seconds,
whereas pairs with inconsistent entitlements (i.e., DIFF FAIR > 0) needed 737 seconds
to strike an agreement. The difference is more than five minutes and highly significant
according to a Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.003, two-sided).
Our findings also shed new light on the often observed “deadline effect” in bargaining
[Roth, Murnighan, and Schoumaker, 1988]. As in many related previous bargaining
experiments most agreements in our experiment were reached in the very last minute;
up to the last minute agreement times are roughly uniformly distributed. These results
are similar to those reported by Roth et al. [1988]. Inconsistent fairness judgments were
9

Due to distorting graphical scale effects, Figure 2(a) does not contain the ‘outlier’ (50, 2.4). In the
calculation of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient reported in the figure, the outlier is included,
however. The positive correlation also holds if we remove the outlier: ρ = 0.47; p = 0.011. These
findings are also corroborated by a Tobit regression analysis, which can be found in Table 4 in the
Appendix.
10
Note that this measure may become negative if the loser would give more to the winner than the
winner according to the arbitrator question. We interpret this as observing no tension in the bargaining
dyad. Notice further that a positive difference in fairness judgments is equivalent to having inconsistent
entitlements (which sum up to more than 100 percent) whenever the loser grants the winner at least
50 percent of the pie.
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Figure 2. Bargaining Behavior is influenced by the Fairness Judgments
a major determinant of the deadline effect in our experiments. On average, DIFF FAIR
of all pairs who reached an agreement in the very last minute was 5.2 percentage points;
the average DIFF FAIR of agreements prior to the last minute was only 0.3 percentage
points. This difference is significant according to a Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.03,
two-sided).11
As we have seen, opening offers of losers and winners are on average rather far apart
from each other. Thus, concessions are necessary to reach an agreement. We define a
11

Although there may exist strategic reasons to delay the negotiations [Fershtman and Seidman,
1993; Ma and Manove, 1993] our results show that delay is significantly affected by differences in
fairness judgments. Thus, tension in entitlements is an independent cause of delay. This also holds if
we control for the difference in opening offers (see the regression model in the Appendix).
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concession as an offer (measured in the winner share) that makes the opponent better
off. However, depending on the ‘current bargaining area’ – which we define as the
difference in standing offers of the two negotiators – the same absolute concession can
be large or small (of course, a concession leads to a new and smaller current bargaining
area). We therefore normalize concessions by the current bargaining area, which gives
us the relative concession as one measure of concessionary behavior. In the following we
will investigate three individual statistics of the concessionary behavior of a negotiator:
(i) the average relative concession, (ii) the average concession time, i.e., the average
point in time a negotiator made a concession, and (iii) the average time-weighted relative
concession.12,13
We expect that the farther apart the fairness judgments are, the lower will a concession be and/or the later will a concession occur. However, previous research (see,
e.g., Kuon and Uhlich [1993]; and Hennig-Schmidt [1999]) suggests that concessionary
behavior is to some extent reciprocal, i.e., concessions made by one negotiator also
depend on concessions made by the opponent. Thus, between negotiators, concessions
and concession times are expected to be correlated. This is indeed the case for all
but one statistics.14 To cope with the problem of correlated concessions, we restrict
our analysis to bargaining pairs by taking for each pair the sum of a particular individual concession statistic as the relevant unit of observation. In statistical terms we
expect, therefore, (i) the sum of average relative concessions to be negatively correlated
with DIFF FAIR, (ii) the sum of average concession times to be positively correlated
with DIFF FAIR and (iii) the sum of average time-weighted relative concessions to be
negatively correlated with DIFF FAIR.
The Spearman rank correlations (one-sided tests) support these hypothesis: They
are (i) −0.28 (p < 0.05), (ii) 0.49 (p < 0.001) and (iii) −0.48 (p < 0.001), respectively.
Figure 2(c) illustrates the connection between DIFF FAIR and concessionary behavior for our most encompassing concession statistics, the sum of average time-weighted
12

The exact definitions are as follows. A relative concession of a winner is defined as the difference
between a winner’s standing offer (in winner share) and his new offer (in winner share) divided by the
current bargaining area. The current bargaining area is given by the difference between the standing
offer of the winner (as winner share) and the standing offer of the loser (as winner share). (Note
that with this definition concessions can also be negative.) A relative concession of a loser is defined
analogously. For example, if the standing offers of a winner and a loser are 0.7 and 0.5, resp. (i.e., the
current bargaining area is 0.2), and the winner now demands only 0.6 for himself, then the absolute
concession is 0.1 and the relative concession is 0.5 (= 0.1/0.2). The initial bargaining area is assumed
to be the difference in claims (i.e., (1660 − 830)/2050 ≈ 0.4). An acceptance is calculated as a relative
concession of 1. The summary statistics average relative concession of a bargainer is just the average
of all his relative concessions made during the bargaining process.
The average concession time of a bargainer is defined as the sum of concession times divided by the
number of concessions.
A time-weighted relative concession is a relative concession (as defined above) multiplied with
(901 − time of concession) if the concession is positive and multiplied with time of concession if
the concession is negative, respectively. This measure has the property that a given positive (negative)
relative concession gets the less (more) weight the later the concession is made. The statistics we use
is the average of all time-weighted relative concessions of a negotiator.
13
The average relative concession made by a negotiator amounted to 28.9 percent of the respective
bargaining area, and the average concession time was 397 seconds. The average time-weighted relative
concession was 0.176. Differences between roles are small and insignificant (according to Wilcoxon
signed ranks tests).
14
The Spearman rank correlation coefficients are as follows (∗∗∗ denotes significance at the 1-percent
level; one-sided tests): (i) average relative concession: 0.055; (ii) average concession time: 0.767∗∗∗ ;
and (iii) average time-weighted concession: 0.390∗∗∗ .
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relative concessions. All our results are corroborated by regression analyses (see the
Appendix).
Thus, the greater the tension with respect to fairness judgments in a bargaining
pair the later concessions are made and the smaller concessions are. These findings
also provide an explanation why we observe a significant relationship between fairness
judgments and bargaining duration.

C. Entitlements and Agreements
The ultimate interest in a negotiation is to reach an agreement. In previous symmetric
free-form bargaining experiments with zero conflict payoffs almost unanimously an
exact equal split of the surplus has been observed (see, e.g., Nydegger and Owen [1975]).
If the sunk claims exert any influence, i.e., if there is an entitlement effect in the
agreements, the distribution should be skewed away from the equal split. In addition,
if the fairness judgments have any influence in shaping the agreements, there should be
a correlation of reached agreements with the fairness judgments.
We expect that in a pair the agreed share to the winner is positively correlated with
the fairness judgments of a winner and the fairness judgment of a loser. The rationale
for this hypothesis is that the more any of the bargainers in a pair would give to the
winner according to the arbitrator question, the ‘easier’ it should be to actually agree
on a higher winner share. Our third main result establishes both the entitlement effect
and the influence of the fairness judgments in shaping the agreements.
Result 3. (i) We find a strong entitlement effect in the agreements: On average the
agreed share to the winner is 60.5 percent. (ii) The fairness judgments of winners and
losers are highly significantly positively correlated with the agreements. (iii) Our results
suggest that disagreements are indirectly related to the fairness judgments.
Figure 3 provides graphical support for our results 3(i) and 3(ii). Figure 3(a)
shows the distribution of agreements in the experiment. It provides strong evidence
for an entitlement effect in the reached agreements. The distribution of agreements
is highly significantly skewed away from the equal split (t = 9.6). Only 11 percent of
the agreements implemented the equal split. The most common agreements occurred
at 67 percent, i.e., the proportional split according to the claims. We even observe
agreements above the proportional split. The mean agreed share to the winner was
60.5 percent.15
15
One objection against the interpretation that the observed distribution of agreements reflects an
entitlement effect may be that the winners are just smarter bargainers. For at least three reasons,
we consider this to be very unlikely. First, in symmetric bargaining games unanimous equal splits
are observed. If smartness would matter we should also observe some variance in these symmetric
bargaining games, which we don’t. Second, if smartness plays a role there should be some correlation
between the number of correct answers in the quiz and his/her bargaining tactics as revealed in concession behavior. We do not find significant correlations between the number of correct answers and our
concession statistics. Third, if it is the winners’ smartness that drives the agreements then we should
find a positive (negative) correlation between the number of correct answers of winners (losers) or the
difference in correct answers between winners and losers with the agreed winner share. This is not the
case. The p-values of the Spearman rank order correlation statistics are never below 0.37 (two-sided
tests).
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(b) Agreements are influenced by the Fairness Judgments

Figure 3. Agreements
Figure 3(b) depicts the correlation of reached agreements and the fairness judgments. The results are consistent with all our previous observations. We find a strongly
positive correlation between fairness judgments of winners and losers and the agreed
share to the winner. The Spearman rank correlation between the fairness judgment of a
winner and the reached agreement is positive and highly significant (ρ = 0.55, p < 0.01,
one-sided test); for the loser it is as well significantly positive (ρ = 0.31, p = 0.033, onesided test). This clearly supports our hypothesis. The robust Tobit estimates that are
reported in Table 7 of the Appendix strengthen these findings. There the coefficients
of W FAIR and L FAIR are both positively significant at the 1 percent level (two-sided
tests). Thus, fairness judgments not only significantly shape the bargaining process,
but agreements as well.
14

Evidence for the importance of entitlements also comes from the messages that could
be sent along with proposals. From the total of 406 proposals 287 were accompanied
by some message. Seventy of them contained text with arguments referring to fairness
considerations and/or entitlements and obligations. Forty-two of these messages were
sent by winners and 28 by losers. In 33 cases winners argued for unequal divisions near
the proportional split because of better performance and performance-based fairness
considerations. Interestingly, in almost fifty percent of the cases (13 out of 28) losers
also argued along these lines. (Though their proposed winner share was mostly smaller
than the winner share demanded by the winner.) The other half of the classified loser
messages contained arguments for the equal split (i.e. fairness considerations not related
to performance). In contrast, only four of the 33 messages of winners contained such
arguments. In our view, this supports the conclusion that winners’ bargaining behavior
was strongly influenced by entitlements derived from the sunk claims. Furthermore, it
seems that a non-negligible part of losers actually felt obliged to concede the winners
significantly more than half of the pie.
The results of our second experiment (see Table 1 also support the importance of
entitlements and obligations. This experiment was the same as the first one except
that new pairs were formed and that we did not ask the arbitrator question. Naturally,
some of the winners (losers) in the first experiment became losers (winners) in the
second experiment, whereas some were in the same role in both experiments. We find
that subjects made significantly different opening offers in the first and the second
experiment if their roles were different in the two experiments. Subjects who were
winners (losers) in the first experiment but losers (winners) in the second experiment
significantly decreased (increased) their opening offers. Subjects with the same role
in both experiments did not change their opening offers. Thus, entitlements (only)
changed with an alteration in roles. The average winner share in the agreements is
with 59 percent of the pie within keeping to the results of the first experiment. This
underscores the robustness of our findings with respect to role changes and experience.
A major enigma for any economic bargaining theory is the explanation of disagreements. In our experiment we observed a total of 7 disagreements (16 percent of all
bargaining encounters). Although the percentage of disagreements is completely in line
with previous findings (see Roth et al. [1988]), in absolute terms they are still a few
cases. We can therefore only sketch possible determinants of disagreements.
In accord with our previous analyses we expect that disagreements are characterized by larger differences in fairness judgments than agreements. Indeed the difference
in fairness judgments is lower for agreements than for disagreements (2 and 4.8 percent, resp.). Yet, according to a Mann-Whitney test this difference is not significant
(p = 0.380, one-sided test). Thus, in our data we cannot detect a direct influence of the
differences in fairness judgments on the disagreements (see also Figure 2(b)). However,
a further analysis shows that (i) the difference in first offers and the average concession time are significantly lower for agreements than for disagreements, whereas (ii)
the average relative concession, and the average time-weighted relative concession are
significantly larger for agreements than for disagreements.16 Yet, as we have seen in the
16

The difference in first offers of winner shares of pairs who reached an agreement (failed to reach
an agreement) was 13.7 percentage points (27.6 percentage points). The difference is highly significant
according to a Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.003, one-sided). Moreover, according to all our three concession statistics, pairs who ended up in an impasse exhibited highly significantly less concessionary
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previous subsections both opening offers and concessionary behavior are significantly
influenced by the fairness judgments. Hence, indirectly, the fairness judgments seem to
have influenced the settlement rates.
Did the entitlements actually pay off, given that they might have led to bargaining
impasse and zero payoffs? A calculation of Spearman rank order correlations between
final payoffs (including the conflict payoffs of zero in case of disagreements) and the
fairness judgment reveals a significantly positive correlation of the winners’ final payoff
with their fairness judgments (ρ = 0.33; p = 0.014, one-sided). For losers the correlation
between the final payoff and fairness judgments is weakly significantly negative (ρ =
−0.204; p = 0.092, one-sided). Thus, in our experiments entitlements did pay off –
especially for winners.

IV . The Role of the Self-Serving Bias in the Entitlements
Entitlements and obligations by negotiators are grounded in what they perceive as
being a ‘fair’ agreement. However, by now there is considerable evidence that fairness
judgments may be self-servingly biased. In accordance with Dahl and Ransom [1999, p.
703] we define a self-serving bias in fairness judgments as follows: “A self-serving bias
occurs when individuals subconsciously alter their fundamental views about what is fair
or right in a way that benefits their interest.” Evidence for such a self-serving bias has
been produced in tightly controlled laboratory experiments [Messick and Sentis, 1979;
Thompson and Loewenstein, 1979; Loewenstein, Issacharoff, Camerer, and Babcock,
1993; Camerer and Loewenstein, 1993; Babcock et al., 1995; Konow, 2000] but also in
field studies [Babcock, Wang, and Loewenstein, 1996] and in survey studies [Dahl and
Ransom, 1999].17
In our experiment the fairness judgments of losers were lower than those of the
winners, which suggests the existence of a self-serving bias among our bargainers (see
Table 2). However, the difference is small in magnitude and only weakly significant. We
find this to be a surprising result, given (i) the findings of previous research, (ii) the existence of possible multiple focal points of our bargaining problem, and (iii) the presence
of a self-serving bias in ability judgments among our subjects (see also Camerer and
Loewenstein [1993] and Babcock and Loewenstein [1997]). It seems that the perceived
entitlements and obligations in our bargaining with claims experiment were strong and
unambiguous enough to diminish a self-serving bias. This holds especially for the losers
who largely did not think that the equal split is fair.
Although the self-serving bias in our experiment was rather small, it may nevertheless have influenced the fairness judgments, and hence the negotiations. This raises the
question to what extent unbiased fairness judgments, made behind the “veil of ignorance”, influence negotiations. To test this, we ran a control condition with another 22
behavior than those pairs that were willing to compromise (all p−values < 0.001, one-sided).
17
The presence of a self-serving bias is not restricted to fairness judgments. It is a well-known
phenomenon that over 50 percent of survey respondents view themselves as above-average drivers
[Svenson, 1981], a finding which we have reproduced by asking our subjects in the post-experimental
questionnaire to self-assess their general knowledge (even the losers of the knowledge quiz judged
themselves to be above average in general knowledge!). Likewise, as we have discussed above, people
(including our subjects) tend to attribute their successes to their ability and failures to bad luck
[Zuckerman, 1979]. See Babcock and Loewenstein [1997] for a survey of the most important findings.
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bargaining pairs. The control experiments were exactly the same as the experiments
of our main condition with one important difference. In the control condition subjects
had to answer the arbitrator question before they knew whether they will be the winner
or the loser of the performance quiz. Actually, the arbitrator question was asked right
after reading the instructions and before performing the knowledge quiz (this procedure is adapted from Babcock et al. [1995]). In this setting fairness judgments can
by definition not be self-servingly biased.18 We summarize the findings of this control
experiment in the following
Result 4. If subjects assess fairness before they know their role in the negotiations, the
fairness judgments of ex post winners and losers do not differ. Furthermore, in contrast
to our main condition, the fairness judgments made ’behind the veil of ignorance’ cannot
explain the variation in bargaining behavior in any phase of the negotiations. The
average bargaining behavior is similar as in our main condition.
Table 3 provides the support for the results of the control condition. It documents
the Spearman rank order correlations for each of our bargaining statistics with the
relevant fairness judgment measures (see also the note at the bottom of the table). For
the sake of comparisons, this table also summarizes the means (and standard deviations)
of the main condition, as well as the control condition. In the last column we report
the p-values of statistical comparisons of the main condition with the control condition.
The most important findings are as follows. First, as expected, fairness judgments of
ex post winners and losers are virtually the same (p = 0.804, two-sided Mann-Whitney
test) and lie between the fairness judgments of winners and losers in our main condition.
Second, in stark contrast to our main condition, fairness judgments made behind the
“veil of ignorance” do not explain the variation in bargaining behavior (see column
‘Correlation’ of Table 3). Not a single correlation of a particular bargaining statistics
with the respective fairness judgment is significant at the conventional levels. Third,
there are no treatment differences between the levels of our variables of bargaining
behavior in our main condition and the control condition. The only possible exception
is bargaining duration, which was weakly significantly longer in the control condition
than in the main condition.
The agreements are of particular interest. As in our main condition we also find a
strong entitlement effect in our control condition. The mean agreed share to the winner
is 62.3 percent and not significantly different from the 60.5 percent observed in our main
condition (p = 0.495, two-sided Mann-Whitney test). Although there is no correlation
between the variation in fairness judgments and the variance of the reached agreements,
notice that the levels of agreement and fairness judgments correspond closely.
18
One may object that even in this condition subjects may have formed beliefs about their likely
claim as the outcome of the quiz, because they have some idea about their performance in such a quiz.
If this guess is correct they may have ‘anticipated’ their claim and, therefore, their fairness assessment
may also have been influenced by a self-serving bias. We consider this to be very unlikely. First, the
actual difference in the number of correct answers between losers and winners is small (2.7 on average).
Second, as shown below, the difference in fairness judgments is virtually non-existent. Third, when
answering the arbitrator question subjects only knew that their claim will be determined according
to their answers to 16 questions from very different fields, but they did not know the 16 questions.
However, to test the objection, we correlated the number of correct answers to the answers in the
fairness judgments. We do not find any significant correlation. This also holds if we only consider the
best and worst performers in the quiz, respectively.
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Table 3 — Summary statistics and correlations with fairness judgment
(Main condition and control condition)
Main condition
Mean
(Std. dev.)
Fairness judgments (in percent)
Winner
64.0
(6.2)
Loser
61.6
(6.8)
Opening offers (in percent)
Winner
71.6
(5.4)
Loser
52.4
(12.8)
Bargaining duration
(in seconds)
Sum of average
relative concessions
concession times
time-weighted
relative concessions
Agreements
(in percent)

Control condition

N

Mean
(Std. dev.)

N

45

61.8
(7.1)
62.3
(6.6)

22

0.287d

22

0.634d

45

20
25

Correlation

Comparison of
main and control
condition
p-values

70.8
(10.5)
54.3
(4.4)

12

-0.21a

0.327d

10

0.00b

0.970d

590
(278)

37

718
(228)

17

0.30c

0.061d

0.614
(0.452)
767
(336)

44

0.537
(0.388)
872
(251)

22

-0.14c

0.496d

22

0.07c

0.237d

0.389
(0.377)

44

0.286
(0.336)

22

-0.10c

0.334d

60.5
(6.7)

37

62.3
(4.2)

17

-0.29a
0.32b

0.495d

44
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Disagreement rate
(in percent)

15.9

Final payoffs (in percent)
Winner
50.9
(23.2)
Loser
33.2
(15.8)

0.515e

44

22.7

22

44

48.1
(27.0)
29.1
(16.6)

22

-0.00a

0.962d

22

0.05b

0.342d

44

Note: Correlation statistics are Spearman’s rho; a correlation with winner fairness judgment (W FAIR),
b correlation with loser fairness judgment (L FAIR); c correlation with difference in fairness judgments (DIFF FAIR=W FAIR-L FAIR); all correlations are insignificant; one-sided tests.
d two-sided Mann-Whitney tests; e two-sided Fisher’s exact test.

How can we reconcile the puzzling observations of Results 2 to 4 that (i) with role
knowledge fairness judgments and negotiation behavior are highly significantly correlated; that (ii) the entitlements assessed behind the veil of ignorance cannot explain
the variation in bargaining behavior; and that (iii) the mean negotiation behavior in
our control experiment is not statistically significantly different from the main experiment? We suggest the following speculative argument. It is inspired from research on
the ‘hot-cold empathy gap’ which is a pervasive phenomenon in decision-making (see,
e.g., Loewenstein [2000]). Being in the ‘hot state’ of knowing one’s economic position
when making a fairness judgment may lead to a (subconscious) commitment to the
stated fairness assessments. This commitment may be reinforced by a self-serving bias.
18

Feelings of commitment to (biased) fairness judgments are likely to shape behavior.
This explains Results 2 and 3. In our control condition negotiators made their fairness judgments in the ‘cold state’ of not yet knowing their role. The ‘cold’ fairness
judgments may have led to an insufficiently strong commitment to influence bargaining
behavior. Once bargainers learned their claims and moved into the ‘hot state’, some of
them may have reassessed their fairness judgments and gotten committed by them in
a similar way as the subjects of our main condition. This would explain Result 4.
We conclude this section with two related observations on the link between expressed
entitlements and behavior. First, in reality bargainers usually know their economic
position. For this case, our results suggest that the negotiators’ expressed entitlements
are not only used for strategic purposes but bear a close relationship to what negotiators
believe and actually do. Thus, as argued by several authors before us (see, e.g., Elster
[1989]; Zajac [1995]; Konow [2000]) fairness is not just a smoke-screen to advance selfinterest. This can most clearly be seen from the losers’ negotiation behavior, which
largely reflects their expressed obligations (see Figures 2(a) and 3(b)).19
The second observation is more methodological and points to the usefulness of eliciting subjective data. Economists are often sceptical towards measuring “subjective
verbal statements” without any direct economic consequence, of which our elicited fairness judgment is an example. We find that the knowledge of one’s economic position
matters for observing a correlation of expressed fairness judgments and observed behavior (the levels of fairness judgment and agreements, for instance, correspond closely
regardless of role knowledge). Again, since in reality people usually know their position, our results suggest that despite a possible self-serving bias, the expressed subjective fairness judgments are likely to be meaningful in that they correspond to observed
behavior.20

V . Discussion and Conclusions
There can be no doubt that subjects in our experiments derived a ‘moral property
right’ from the claims they have earned. By letting subjects negotiate in a situation
where they experienced sunk claims, we created a testbed for studying entitlements
and obligations in the sense of Schlicht’s definition given in the Introduction. The
claims were sunk and yet they instilled in our subjects a subjectively perceived right
or obligation. This is reflected in the fairness judgments. Moreover, as the negotiation
behavior shows, subjects with the high claim (‘winners’) were willing to defend their
moral property rights and subjects with the low claim (‘losers’) largely felt obliged to
accept them.
19
Our observations may also shed light on the results of Boeri et al. [2001], who conducted a large
survey on attitudes of European citizens on welfare state reforms. They find that a majority is content
with the status quo. Yet, people’s take on the status quo (e.g., with respect to pension reforms) largely
depends on their economic interest (e.g., young vs. old), which is a source of potential political conflict.
These survey observations are consistent with our findings. Our results on the connection between
entitlements and bargaining behavior suggests that tensions in entitlements will significantly influence
negotiations on welfare state reforms.
20
Glaeser, Laibson, Scheinkman and Soutter [2000] come to an analogous conclusion in a study that
measures trust with survey questions and experiments.
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To put our results into perspective it is instructive to compare them to previous
research on entitlements. Most previous research investigated entitlement effects in
simple asymmetric one-shot games, like ultimatum and dictator games. Moreover,
only a few studies elicited the perceived entitlements and linked them to bargaining
behavior.21 In most studies, any entitlement effect was just inferred from the observed
behavior. For instance, in an early study, Hoffman and Spitzer [1985] systematically
investigated the role of being entitled to be ‘the controller’, who had the sole right
to make one allocation decision in a dictator game. They find that the controllers’
behavior is more selfish when he earned the right to be the controller than when he
was randomly assigned to be the controller (see also Burrows and Loomes [1994] and
Harrison and McKee [1985]). Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat and Smith [1994] get similar
results in ultimatum and dictator games. Likewise, in contrast to experiments with
random role assignments Güth and Tietz [1985] find no equal splits anymore in the
ultimatum game when roles are auctioned off.22
A comparison of the previous findings with our results suggests an interesting relation between ‘legal’ and ‘moral’ property rights. Legal property rights are crucial for the
usual Coasean reasons (for experimental evidence see e.g., Harrison and McKee [1985];
Hoffman and Spitzer [1985]; Croson and Johnston [2000]). In the above-mentioned experiments the ‘legal property rights’ granted the players certain decision-making powers.
The way they were allocated (earned or randomly assigned) changed the entitlement
of the strategic powers inherent in the legal property rights of the decision makers.
Since in our experiments the ‘legal property rights’ deliberately put both bargainers in
strategically the same position, our results show that this changed perception is only
one aspect of entitlements in negotiations. Entitlements constitute a moral property
right that also exists irrespective of the legal property rights. Our experiments demonstrate this for the case of claims acquired prior to the negotiations. These results are
important for at least two reasons. First, as the introductory examples demonstrate
and as authors like Zajac [1995] and Schlicht [1998] have forcefully argued, in many
cases the history of transactions and the status quo strongly shape negotiators’ moral
property rights. Second, our results have demonstrated the link between entitlements
and bargaining behavior. Our findings suggest, therefore, that bargainers in addition
to their legal property rights will put their moral ones as well on the bargaining table.

21
Babcock et al. [1995], whose procedure we have adapted in our elicitation of fairness judgments
use the fairness judgments to test for a self-serving bias and to see to what extent the self-serving bias
leads to bargaining impasse. Binmore, Morgan, Shaked and Sutton [1991] asked subjects after the
experiments what they thought is fair and linked it to the results of the experiment. They find a close
correspondence between what people consider as fair and what is strategically optimal for them.
22
Further experiments on entitlements comprise Frey and Bohnet [1995], Ball and Eckel [1998] and
Ruffle [1998] who also manipulated the way in which roles in an ultimatum game or dictator game
experiment were determined. Entitlement effects have also been observed in “real effort experiments”,
in which a real effort task — like doing a concentration test [Mikula, 1972], proof reading [Frohlich
and Oppenheimer, 1992], cracking walnuts [Fahr and Irlenbusch, 2000], solving a computerized game
of skill [Rutström and Williams, 2000], preparing letters for mailing [Konow, 2000] or solving a twovariable optimization problem [Bosman and van Winden, 2002] — preceded an allocation task. Frohlich
and Oppenheimer [1992] were also among the first to study distributive principles ‘behind the veil of
ignorance’. Entitlement effects are not restricted to bargaining. They can also be observed in markets
(see Ball, Eckel, Grossman and Zame [2001]).
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Appendix
Here we provide robustness tests with the help of robust Tobit regressions for our
results presented in subsections III.B to III.C. We proceed in the same sequence as
in the main text by reporting first the results concerning the bargaining process, i.e.
opening offers, bargaining duration and concessions, followed by the results concerning
the agreements. The regression results confirm the results stated in the main text.
Opening offers. The results reported in Table 4 confirm those provided in the main
text (see Result 2 (i)). Like the Spearman rank order correlations the regression results show that the opening offers made by losers are are highly correlated with their
fairness judgments. For winners the variation in fairness judgments cannot explain the
variation in opening offers. Note, however, that the constant is with 0.648 close to
the proportional split and almost the same as the average fairness judgments made by
winners. This is a consequence of the fact that the winners’ fairness judgments show
relatively little variation and are clustered around the proportional split.
Table 4 — Explaining the Opening Offers
(robust Tobit estimates)
Dependent variable: opening share to winner
Loser&
Independent
variables
Constant
L FAIR

Coefficient
(Std.err.)
0.286∗∗∗
(0.105)
0.420∗∗
(0.187)

Winner
z-value

2.72

Note:

z-value

0.648∗∗∗
(0.230)

2.82

0.102
(0.337)

0.30

2.25

W FAIR

Log-L
Wald χ2
N

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

29.9
5.08‡
24

30.6
0.09
20

The outlier (0.5, 0.024) has been removed. ∗∗∗ significance at the
1%-level,∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗ at the 10%-level; one-sided tests.
‡ significance at the 5%-level; two-sided tests. Robust standard
errors in parentheses.

&

Bargaining duration. The result of regression model 1 in Table 5 resembles the
Spearman rank order statistics in the main text. The regression outcome confirms that a
higher difference (i.e. tension) in fairness judgments between the winner and the loser in
a bargaining pair significantly increases the time till an agreement is reached (p < 0.01,
one-sided). Model 2 shows that this result is robust when taking the difference in first
offers (i.e., the difference in the opening offer and the first counter offer) into account.
Both the difference in first offers and the difference in fairness judgments signifcantly
increase the bargaining duration (p < 0.01 in both cases, one-sided tests). In Model 3
we investigate how the fairness judgment of the loser and the winner seperately influence
25

bargaining duration (again accounting for the difference in first offers). The hypotheses
are that the more the loser would give to the winner according to the arbitrator question
the faster an agreement is reached. The more the winner would give to the winner
according to the arbitrator question the longer it will take to reach an agreement. As
the results for Model 3 show both hypotheses are confirmed (p = 0.10 and p < 0.01 for
L FAIR and W FAIR, respectively). Interestingly the fairness judgment of the winner
has a much stronger impact on bargaining duration than that of the loser.
Table 5 — Explaining Bargaining Duration
(robust Tobit estimates)
Dependent variable: agreement time
Model 1
Independent
variables
Constant
DIFF FAIR

Model 2

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

z-value

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

559.9∗∗∗
(43.3)
1486.9∗∗∗
(373.8)

12.93

436.8∗∗∗
(51.8)
1228.3∗∗∗
(326.1)

3.98

Model 3

z-value
8.43

W FAIR
935.3∗∗∗
(284.0)

Log-L
Wald χ2
N
Note:

-255.8
15.82‡
37

-249.2
34.77‡
37

z-value

−282.3
(381.0)

−0.74

−743.2∗
(451.9)
1869.9∗∗∗
(429.4)
1024.1∗∗∗
(225.4)

−1.65

3.77

L FAIR

DIFF FIRST

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

3.29

4.36
4.54

-248.0
46.52‡
37

∗∗∗ significance at the 1%-level, ∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗ at the 10%-level; one-sided tests.
‡ significance at the 1%-level; two-sided tests. Robust standard errors in parentheses.

Concession behavior. Table 6 corroborates the findings reported in the main text.
For all our concession statistics - sum of average relative concessions (Model 1), sum
of average concession times (Models 2(a) and 2(b)), and sum of average time-weighted
relative concessions (Model 3) - the difference in fairness judgments (DIFF FAIR) in
a dyad has the ‘right’ sign and is highly significant (p < 0.01 in all cases, one-sided
tests). Hence, our regression results confirm that the higher the tension in a bargaining
pair the smaller concessions are and the later concessions are made. In principle it is
possible that concession behavior is also influenced by the first offers. The greater the
difference is the more concessions have to be made and/or the larger the concessions
have to be to reach an agreement. Our definition of relative concessions accounts for
that (see footnote 12). However, it may be the case that the timing of concessions is
influenced by the first offers. Therefore, in Model 2(b) we control for the difference in
first offers. The result shows that (i) the difference in fairness judgments stays highly
significant and (ii) that the difference in first offers indeed has a significant (positive)
impact on the concession time (p < 0.01 in both cases, one-sided tests).
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-24.2
6.54†
44

0.656∗∗∗
(0.071)
−1.677∗∗∗
(0.656)

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

−2.56

9.22

z-value

-311.9
19.16‡
44

722.9∗∗∗
(46.6)
1779.5∗∗∗
(406.5)

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

4.38

15.53

z-value

Model 2a

4.28

4.66

9.46

-12.8
16.19‡
44

0.440∗∗∗
(0.056)
−2.034∗∗∗
(0.506)

Coefficient
(Std.err.)

Model 3

−4.02

7.87

z-value

Sum of average
time-weighted
relative concessions

∗∗∗ significance at the 1%-level, ∗∗ at the 5%-level, and ∗
† at the 5%-level; two-sided tests. Robust standard errors

-304.6
43.42‡
44

561.8∗∗∗
(59.4)
1580.7∗∗∗
(339.1)
1042.1∗∗∗
(243.7)

z-value

Model 2b
Coefficient
(Std.err.)

Sum of average
concession times

Note: For the exact definition of the dependent variables see footnote 12.
at the 10%-level; one-sided tests. ‡ significance at the 1%-level and
in parentheses.

Log-L
Wald χ2
N

DIFF FIRST

DIFF FAIR

Constant

Independent
variables

Model 1

Sum of average
relative concessions

Dependent variables:

(robust Tobit estimates)

Table 6 — Explaining Concessions

Agreements. In the main text we found with the help of Spearman rank order
statistics that the fairness jugdments of losers and winners are significantly positively
correlated with the agreement (in winner share) reached in a bargaining pair. The
regression results shown in Table 7 corroborate this finding.23 The fairness judgment
of losers as well as the fairness judgment of winners exhibit a highly significantly positive
coefficient (p < 0.01 for both variables, one-sided tests).

Table 7 — Explaining Agreements
(robust Tobit estimates)
Dependent variable:
agreed winner share
Independent
variables
Constant
L FAIR
W FAIR

Coefficient
(Std.err.)
0.022
(0.084)
0.309∗∗∗
(0.130)
0.618∗∗∗
(0.121)

Log-L
Wald χ2
N
Note:

z-value
0.26
2.38
5.10

59.0
50.62‡
37

∗∗∗

significance at the 1%-level, one-sided
tests. ‡ significance at the 1%-level; twosided tests. Robust standard errors in parentheses.

23

In the table L FAIR represents the losers’ fairness judgment and W FAIR the winners’ fairness
judgment (both in winner shares).
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